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Import/sync from RSS and not just show

Status
 Closed

Subject
Import/sync from RSS and not just show

Version
3.x

Category
• Feature request

Feature
Article
RSS
Interaction (with the outside World)

Resolution status
Fixed

Submitted by
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Lastmod by
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Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) 🔗

Description
Tiki can read and display RSS feeds: good
Tiki can read, combine and display RSS feeds: great

The next step is to import the data into Tiki and treat it like a native article / event / whatever.

If the remote article / event / whatever is modified, the item should be re-imported (but not duplicated). Using the URL to identify the uniqueness. (Some systems many use titles in the URL and if the title changes, we'll end up with a duplicate)

Related:
• RSS feeds on tiki calendar + calendar data sharing via RSS (remote calendars)
• http://profiles.tikiwiki.org/Collaborative_Watch

Solution
RSS import is now in Tiki5: Article Generator

Importance
5

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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<thead>
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